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Abstract: We study beam propagation in the framework of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with competing Gaussian nonlocal nonlinearities. We demonstrate that such system can generate self-organization of light into stable states of trains or hexagonal arrays of filaments, depending on the transverse dimensionality. This long-range ordering can be achieved by mere unidirectional beam propagation. We discuss the dynamics of long-range ordering and the crucial role which the phase of the wavefunction plays for this phenomenon. Furthermore we discuss how transverse dimensionality affects the order of the phase-transition.
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1 Introduction

Pattern formation constitutes one of the most fascinating phenomena appearing in nonlinear systems. During the process, strong interactions among the system components lead to long-range ordering and the formation of spatial structures. This effect plays a crucial role in a broad context, from biology [1–4], chemistry [5, 6] and hydrodynamics [7] to soft-matter physics [8–11].

In optics the spontaneous formation of regular intensity patterns has been observed almost 30 years ago [12], and since been explored in various settings [13, 14]. Common to all these experiments is the requirement of an appropriate feedback mechanism, provided e.g. by an optical cavity or a single mirror that retro-reflects traversing light back into the medium.

On the other hand, the formation of spatial structures solely due to the nonlinear propagation of light has attracted great interest over the past years [15–17]. Most prominently, optical solitons emerging from local Kerr-type nonlinearities of various kinds have been actively investigated [18–20] and play an important role for intense light propagation [21] and potential applications to fiber optics communication [22]. Nonlinearities can cause extended structures to emerge, e.g., from modulation instabilities (MI) that drive a growth of broad-band intensity or density modulations and ultimately lead to the formation of randomly arranged filaments [23–26].

In this work, we follow up on [17] and deepen the investigation of self-organization into spatially ordered patterns in the framework of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with competing nonlocal nonlinearities. Competing nonlinearities occur whenever few different physical processes contribute to the nonlinear response. For example, light propagation in nematic liquid crystals that exhibits both thermal as well as reorientational nonlocal nonlinearities [27, 28] or, light propagation in thermal alkali metal vapor [17]. In the latter case, nonlocality arises from the diffusive atomic motion and, the simultaneous coupling of light to near-resonant transitions involving two incoherently coupled hyperfine levels can give rise to competing nonlinearities. Here, we will employ competing Gaussian nonlocal nonlinearities. While such model does not directly represent a real-world physical response, in the literature it is often used as a toy-model for nonlocality and is very well suited for illustrative purposes. The competition between the attractive and repulsive Gaussian responses may lead to a sign flip of the total response in Fourier
space [29], which in the present case drives MI within a finite band [30] of momenta [see Fig. 1(b,c)].

Furthermore, we find a crucial dependence of the order of the phase-transition from unordered to ordered state on the transverse dimensionality of the system. This dependence is a generic property of amplitude equations, which has already been found in a range of other systems [31].

2 Model

We study the propagation of the wave function \( \psi(\mathbf{r}, z) \), which represents, for example, the slowly varying envelope of the main component of a linearly polarized light beam. We assume that its dynamics can be described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with nonlocal nonlinearity characterized by the response function \( R(r) \),

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{i} \partial_z \psi(\mathbf{r}, z) &= -\Delta^{(n)} \psi(\mathbf{r}, z) \\
&\quad - \int R(|\mathbf{r} - \mathbf{r}'|) \psi(\mathbf{r}', z)^2 d^d r' \psi(\mathbf{r}, z),
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

Here, \( \mathbf{r} \) and \( z \) denote transverse and longitudinal (propagation) coordinates, respectively, \( n = 1, 2 \) the dimensionality of the transverse coordinates \( \mathbf{r} \), and \( \Delta^{(n)} = \partial_{xx} + \partial_{yy} \) for \( n = 2 \) or \( \Delta^{(n)} = \partial_{x} \) for \( n = 1 \), respectively. We consider a competing Gaussian response for the nonlocal cubic nonlinearity, i.e.

\[
R(r) = \begin{cases} 
\alpha a \sqrt{\pi} e^{-\frac{r^2}{\sigma^2}} - \sqrt{\pi} e^{-r^2}, & \text{for } n = 1 \\
\alpha e^{-\frac{r^2}{\sigma^2}} - e^{-r^2}, & \text{for } n = 2
\end{cases}
\]

(2)

with \( r^2 = x^2 \) for \( n = 1 \), and \( r^2 = x^2 + y^2 \) for \( n = 2 \). The specific form of the response Eq. (2) with two degrees of freedom \( \alpha, \sigma \) can be achieved by rescaling amplitude and length scales in Eq. (1) appropriately. The two parameters describe strength \((0 < \alpha < 1)\) and extent \((0 < \sigma < 1)\) of the focusing part of nonlinear response. The second term of the response Eq. (2) \( \propto \exp(-r^2) \) is the defocusing part of the response and does not contain any free parameter. Given that \( 0 < \alpha, \sigma < 1 \), the total response Eq. (2) is defocusing everywhere in position space, and the defocusing part of the response is broader than the focusing one.

The Fourier transform \( \tilde{R}(k) \) of \( R(r) \) for both transverse dimensionalities \( n = 1, 2 \) is given by

\[
\tilde{R}(k) = \alpha \sigma^2 e^{-\frac{k^4}{\sigma^4}} - \pi e^{-k^2},
\]

(3)

with \( k^2 = k_x^2 \) for \( n = 1 \), and \( k^2 = k_x^2 + k_y^2 \) for \( n = 2 \). Because of our particular choice of parameter ranges \( 0 < \alpha, \sigma < 1 \),

Figure 1: (colour online) (a) Drawing of the response Eq. (2) for \( n = 1 \) (blue dashed line) and \( n = 2 \) (red solid line) and (b) it’s Fourier transform Eq. (3) for \( \alpha = 1/2, \sigma = 1/2 \). Whereas the response in position space is negative everywhere, the competition between the two Gaussian responses leads to a node in Fourier domain.

\( \tilde{R}(k) \) takes a negative value at \( k = 0 \). Moreover,

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \tilde{R}(k)}{\partial k^2} \right|_{k=0} = \frac{\pi}{2} \left( 1 - a \sigma^4 \right) > 0
\]

(4)

implies that this negative value at origin is a minimum of \( \tilde{R}(k) \). On the other hand, it is easy to verify that the function \( \tilde{R}(k) \) has a real-valued node \( \tilde{R}(k_0) = 0 \) at

\[
k_0 = 2 \sqrt{\ln \left( \frac{a \sigma^2}{\sigma^2 - 1} \right)}
\]

(5)

takes only positive values for \( k > k_0 \). This property turns out to be crucial for the MI properties as explained in the next section. The typical shape of the response is shown in Fig. 1 for \( \alpha = 1/2, \sigma = 1/2 \).

3 Modulational Instability

Modulational instability (MI) refers to the propagation dynamics of small periodic amplitude modulations \( a(\mathbf{r}, z) = a_1 \exp(i \mathbf{kr} + \mathbf{e} \mathbf{z}) + a_2 \exp(-i \mathbf{kr} + \mathbf{e} \mathbf{z}) \) of an otherwise constant plane wave background \( \psi_{pw} = \sqrt{\beta} \exp(i \mu z) \) with \( \mu = 0 \int R(\mathbf{r}) d^2 r \). Then, MI means that this perturbation grows exponentially upon propagation, \( a(\mathbf{r}, z) \propto \exp(\lambda z) \).

The associated growth rate \( \lambda \), for both of the cases \( n = 1, 2 \) can be found by linearisation of Eq. (1) with respect to the small amplitudes \( a_{1,2} \), and is given by

\[
\lambda^2 = -k^2 \int \left( \frac{k^2}{2} - 2 \tilde{R}(k) \right).
\]

(6)

This formula implies that whenever \( \lambda^2 > 0 \) and thus \( \left( \frac{k^2}{2} - 2 \tilde{R}(k) \right) < 0 \) we find exponentially growing solutions and thus MI. Hence, whenever there is an interval, for which we have \( \tilde{R}(k) > 0 \) [see Fig. 1(b)], it is clear that by choosing \( \beta \) sufficiently large and thus making the parabola \( k^2/\beta \) shallower, we can expect MI in a certain \( k \)-range. The
critical background intensity $J_{\text{MI}}$ above which MI occurs depends on the parameters $\alpha$, $\sigma$. At intensities above $J_{\text{MI}}$, MI is restricted to an interval around a certain wavenumber $k_{\text{MI}}$. The situation is sketched in Fig. 2 for fixed values $\alpha = 1/2$ and $\sigma = 1/2$, for which one finds $J_{\text{MI}} = 92.0$ and $k_{\text{MI}} = 4.00$. If the response $R$ is defocusing and sign-definite in Fourier space, it is clear that there is no solution to $\lambda^2 > 0$ at all. On the other hand, if the response $R$ were focusing [$\hat{R}(0) > 0$], we would find modulational instability near $k = 0$ for arbitrarily small intensities. Then, so-called long-wave modulational instability would give rise to filamentation at random positions and formation of bright solitons or collapse [32, 33]. However, given that we already excluded the focusing case by choosing $0 < \alpha, \sigma < 1$, we will not discuss it any further in the following. For our purposes, it is crucial that MI occurs around a finite background intensity, since Eq. (6) and $\hat{R}$ do not depend on the dimensionality of the system. It is important to note that this MI scenario does not depend on the dimensionality, since $\int d^n x$ and $\hat{R}$ do not depend on $n$.

The typical shape of $-\lambda^2(k)$ is a (local) maximum followed by a (local) minimum [see Fig. 2(a)]. This so-called maxon-roton structure is well-known for the excitation spectrum of superfluid Helium [34, 35], and studied for Bose-Einstein condensates with finite-range interactions [36–38]. The roton minimum and the associated instability in quantum fluids may appear as a precursor to a solid phase [39, 40], but can also usher in a transition to a modulated fluid described by a single-particle amplitude $\psi$ [37, 41]. The so-called roton gap can be defined as the value of $-\lambda^2(k)$ at the previously mentioned minimum $\min_k (-\lambda^2)$, which is positive in the case of $J < J_{\text{MI}}$ [see Fig. 2(a)].

4 Ground states and phase-transition

Let us define the ground state of our system as the minimizer of the energy functional/Hamiltonian $\mathcal{E}$:

$$\mathcal{E} = \frac{1}{V} \int_V |\nabla \psi(x)|^2 \, d^n x + \frac{1}{2V} \int_V \int_V R(r - r') |\psi(x)|^2 |\psi(x')|^2 \, d^n x \, d^n r' \quad (7)$$

Here, $V$ stands for the volume of the integration area, that has the dimensionality of the transverse coordinates, and we are interested in the limit $V \to \infty$. For practical purposes, $V$ represents the size of the (sufficiently large) transverse numerical box, i.e. $V = l_x$ in case of $n = 1$ and $V = l_x l_y$ in case of $n = 2$. The energy $\mathcal{E}$ is conserved upon propagation, i.e., $\partial_t \mathcal{E} = 0$. Furthermore, let us introduce the chemical potential/propagation constant $\mu$ by

$$\mu = -\frac{1}{\int_V |\psi|^2 d^n r} \int_V |\nabla \psi(x)|^2 \, d^n x + \frac{1}{\int_V |\psi|^2 d^n r} \int_V \int_V R(r - r') |\psi(x)|^2 |\psi(x')|^2 \, d^n x \, d^n r' \quad (8)$$

In case of a defocusing nonlocal nonlinearity, for sufficiently small background intensity the ground state is a plane wave that is stable [see Eq. (6)]. On the other hand, when increasing the background intensity, there is a critical value $J_{\text{cr}}$ above which the plane wave solution is no longer the ground state of the system. That can be anticipated from the fact, that a plane wave is linearly unstable above $J_{\text{MI}}$. Thus, when sweeping through $J$ we should find a point at which the system undergoes a phase-transition from plane wave to some other (spatially modulated) ground state.

It is tempting to assume that this critical intensity $J_{\text{cr}}$ coincides with the threshold intensity $J_{\text{MI}}$ above which we find MI, and that therefore this critical intensity $J_{\text{cr}}$ does not depend on the dimensionality of the system. However, both of these assertions are wrong in general. Since MI relies on linearisation, it is a sufficient, but not necessary criterion for finding a modulated ground state. To find the spatially modulated ground state, one has to solve a full nonlinear problem, i.e. minimize the energy functional Eq. (7). Thus, it can be anticipated that the actual

Figure 2: (colour online) Figure (a) shows $\lambda^2$ as function of $k$ for different values of intensity $J = 50, 85, 150$ and $\alpha = 1/2, \sigma = 1/2$. The solid coloured curves correspond the intensities $J = 50, 85, 150$. The dotted black line that just touches the zero corresponds to the critical intensity $J_{\text{MI}}$, above which one finds MI. The other black dashed line is discussed in section 4. It shows, that the phase transition in two transverse dimensions occurs at finite roton gap. The colour plot (b) depicts the $(J, k)$-region, where $\lambda^2 > 0$. Intensities from (a) are indicated as lines in the same color coding.
critical intensity $I_{cr}$, at which the phase-transition occurs, can be lower than the critical intensity for MI, $I_{cr} < I_{MI}$.

In other words, the phase-transition may happen at finite roton gap [see Fig. 2(a)].

We will show in the following two subsections, that the conditions for the existence of a spatially structured ground state depend crucially on the transverse dimensionality $n$ of the system. In case of one transverse dimension, we find indeed that $I_{cr} = I_{MI}$, and the phase transition is of second order (and at vanishing roton gap), whereas in case of two transverse dimensions, $I_{cr} < I_{MI}$, and the phase transition is of first order (and at finite roton gap).

### 4.1 Ground states and phase-transition with one transverse dimension ($n = 1$)

To determine the ground state $\psi_{gs}$ we solve Eq. (1) for an imaginary propagation coordinate ($z \to -iz$) with periodic boundary condition, starting from a plane wave perturbed by small amplitude white noise $\epsilon(r, 0) = g^{1/2} + \epsilon(r)$. Fig. 3(a-c) show numerically exact ground states for different intensities and $\alpha = \sigma = 1/2$. In Fig. 3(d) the dependence of the energy difference $E_{gs} - E_{pw}$, as function of the intensity are illustrated. Clearly, the intensity $I_{mod}$ at which the phase transition from plane wave to modulated ground states occurs, is exactly the same as $I_{MI}$. Hence, the phase transition happens at a vanishing roton gap (see Fig. 2). Figure (d) shows the difference of the energy between the numerically exact ground state and the plane wave as function of the intensity. Thus, the intensity $I_{mod}$ at which the line $E_{gs}(I) - E_{pw}(I)$ starts to deviate from zero marks the point at which the phase transition from plane wave to modulated ground states occurs. Clearly, $I_{mod} = I_{MI}$, and thus the phase transition occurs at vanishing roton gap (see Fig. 2). Figure (e) shows, that the chemical potential $\mu$ does not jump at the point of the phase transition, thus the phase transition is of second order.
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**Figure 3**: (colour online) (a-c) show ground states for different intensities $I = 50, 85, 150$ and $\alpha = 1/2, \sigma = 1/2$ (compare to Fig. 2). Figure (d) shows the difference of the energy between the numerically exact ground state and the plane wave as function of the intensity. Thus, the intensity $I_{mod}$ at which the line $E_{gs}(I) - E_{pw}(I)$ starts to deviate from zero marks the point at which the phase transition from plane wave to modulated ground states occurs. Clearly, $I_{mod} = I_{MI}$, and thus the phase transition occurs at vanishing roton gap (see Fig. 2). Figure (e) shows, that the chemical potential $\mu$ does not jump at the point of the phase transition, thus the phase transition is of second order.

the phase transition is now of first order is also visible by the sharp jump in the chemical potential $\mu$. Hence, there is a clear dependence of the phase-transition on the transverse dimensionality of the system, which cannot be anticipated from the behaviour of the growth rate Eq. (6) alone. We attribute this feature to the hexagonal symmetry of the two-dimensional ground state, which is dependent the direction of the wave vector $k$, whereas Eq. (6) is isotropic, i.e., independent of the direction of the wave vector $k$.

### 4.2 Ground states and phase-transition with two transverse dimensions ($n = 2$)

In Fig. 4(a-c) we show numerically exact ground states for different background intensities, $\alpha = \sigma = 1/2$, and $n = 2$. Unlike the one-dimensional case discussed in preceding section, in this case we see that the intensity $I_{hex}$ at which the phase transition to the modulated state happens is smaller than the critical intensity for modulational instability, $I_{hex} < I_{MI}$. Thus, the phase transition occurs at a finite roton gap [compare to the dashed line in Fig. 2(a)]. Furthermore, intensity modulations in $\psi_{gs}$ set in abruptly upon crossing $I_{hex}$ rather than growing continuously. This behaviour is consistent with a first order phase transition as expected for two-dimensional systems [38, 42]. The label $I_{hex}$ was used, since in the two dimensional case the pattern corresponds to a hexagonal structure. The fact that

### 5 Accessing ordered states by unidirectional propagation

From a broader perspective, it is of crucial importance to know whether such spatially modulated states could be dynamically accessed by mere unidirectional propagation of an initial plane wave, and whether these states will actually approach a state that resembles the ground state. For that matter, we added small amplitude modulations at $z = 0$. Considering both transverse and propagational random perturbations would lead to random walk [43] and radiative losses [44], that for sufficiently small perturbation amplitude should not change the results qualitatively.
Figure 4: (colour online) (a-c) show ground states for different background intensities $I$ and $\sigma = 1/2$, $\alpha = 1/2$. Graph (d) shows the energy difference between the exact plane wave state and the numerically found hexagonal pattern, as function of the intensity. Clearly, the phase transition occurs for smaller intensity than the threshold intensity for MI [compare to the dashed line in Fig. 2(a)]. Graph (e) shows that the chemical potential $\mu$ is discontinuous at the point of the phase transition, thus the latter is of first order.

Figure 5: (colour online) Propagation dynamics for $I = \frac{8}{5}$ (upper panel) and $I = \frac{1}{5}$ (lower panel). If the intensity is below the threshold for MI, phase coherence in the transverse plane is maintained upon propagation (b), and no modulations build up in the intensity (a). On the other hand, if the intensity is larger than the threshold for MI, filaments form. After short distance (c), phase coherence between the formed filaments is destroyed upon propagation (d). The additional phase fluctuations allow to “dissipate” the surplus energy of the initial state, so that the amplitude profile of the propagating beam can approach the amplitude profile of the numerically exact ground state that has a flat phase.

6 Conclusions

We used a competing Gaussian nonlocal nonlinear response as a simple toy model to illustrate the ability of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation to support spatially modulated ground states. Our results confirm that the formation of such regular intensity patterns is a generic property of media with competing nonlocal nonlinearities, and does not critically depend on detailed form of the nonlocal response, as long as the Fourier transform of the response has a node at some positive $k$ and an negative value at $k = 0$ to avoid soliton formation or even collapse. Furthermore, we illustrated how the order of the phase transition crucially depends on the transverse dimensionality of the system. Finally, we investigated how hexagonal lattices of filaments can be accessed dynamically by mere unidirectional propagation, despite of the fact that we are considering an energy conserving system. We discussed that a crucial feature of the dynamics is the “dissipation” of energy into kinetic energy by formation of phase fluctuations or vortices (depending on the transverse dimensionality), so that the amplitude profile of the propagating beam can approach the numerically exact ground state.
Figure 6: (colour online) Accessing patterns composed of hexagonal lattice of filaments by free unidirectional propagation ($\alpha = 1/2, \sigma = 1/2$). First, the initial plane wave (a) undergoes modulational instability which leads to small amplitude modulations upon propagation (b). These amplitude modulations grow further and start creating strongly interacting filaments (c-d). Finally, these strongly interacting filaments self-arrange into a hexagonal lattice and approach the amplitude profile of the exact groundstate. The phase of the propagated wavefunction contains vortices and accounts for the energy difference between the initial flat state and the hexagonal pattern (with flat phase). See also the supplementary movie gauss_pattern.mp4.
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